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Abstract. In this paper we present an approach to user modeling based
on the domain model that we generate automatically by resource (text)
content processing and analysis of associated tags from a social annotation service. User’s interests are modeled by overlaying the domain
model – via keywords extracted from resource’s (text) content, and tags
assigned by the user or other (similar) users. The user model is derived
automatically. We combine content- and tag-based approaches, shifting
our approach beyond flat “folksonomical” representation of user interests
to involve relationships between both keywords and tags.
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Introduction and Related Work

Recommendation in social systems, also referred to as collaborative filtering,
consists of (i) user similarity computation and (ii) relevant resource prediction.
The purpose of the first step is to find the most similar users with the “active”
user, often assuming their similar behavior during the process of information
search or navigation (visiting a page, buying a product). Similar behavior is interpreted as similar interest, which is a base for the second step, where resources
(pages, products) are predicted based on their relation to the most similar users.
Traditional approaches to the user similarity computation utilize methods
of usage mining [9]. Visiting the same web page or similar movie rating indicates similar interest. The other group of approaches is based on social tagging.
Tags are promising source of information for recommendation as the number of
tagging users all along increases. From the user modeling perspective, tags represent user interest. Strictly speaking, the action of assigning a tag to a resource
is what is interpreted as user interest in tagged resource [2, 3]. Furthermore, different tags from different users are analyzed to consider the context of tagging
[7, 8]. In order to derive more accurate recommendation, contextualized score for
resources is being computed for each user to reveal different purposes of tags.
In our work we primarily focus on recommendation of text-based resources
such as web pages or learning objects in collaborative learning environment. In

the thesis proposal we combine social-based collaborative filtering with contentbased approach. We utilize tags from tag-based systems, but we shift the whole
approach beyond flat folksonomical representation of resources, leveraging lightweight emergent semantics generated automatically based on resource analysis.

2

Emergent semantics

When selecting users whose associated resources will be recommended, their
models are compared in order to obtain user similarity level. User model composition is one of the most delicate parts of any method for personalized search or
recommendation. We build on overlay user model that is based on the domain
model [1]. The crucial part of our work and our contribution is automated user
model generation based on the resource content and tag analysis. The acquired
representation we refer to as resource metadata (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. User model representation (upper part) for a set of resources (pages) he visited.
Entity kx represents keyword, ty represents tag and rz represents resource. Different
relationship markup between entities reflects different semantic power.

Metadata consist of concepts 1 and relationships between concepts. We differentiate two types of concepts:
– keywords (content),
– tags (folksonomy).
Concepts represented by keywords extracted from resource content have different
semantics than tags assigned by a user himself. While the first type of concept is
1

Using term concept can be slightly misleading as someone can think of the concept
only for representing conceptual knowledge, abstract or general ideas inferred or
derived from specific instances. We use term concept because resource metadata
serve exactly by the same way as conceptual knowledge.

added to the user model when visiting a page (similarly to [5]), the second type
is added when the user tags a page. The latter action is more explicit and reflects
into the higher weight of relation between a resource and a tag when computing
concept and user similarities. We believe that considering tags together with the
resource content is feasible, as research of social tagging showed that tags are to
a certain, significant, extent dependent on resource’s content (e.g. title) [4].
Relationships between concepts represent concepts’ relatedness. We create
them automatically by an underlying graph analysis utilizing the notion of
node centrality. As they are derived from underlying domain model, they can
be viewed as emergent domain semantics representing additional value to pure
concept-based user model. The method for relationship generation we already
evaluated in e-learning domain when discovering relationships between concepts
extracted from learning objects [11]. Similarly to relationships, keywords are extracted automatically. We apply here the methods and techniques for automated
term recognition [6].
Based on described representation, user similarity we compute considering
following principles: users are more similar if
–
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concepts are assigned to resources they visit;
tags are assigned (by other users) to resources they visit;
tags they assign to same resources;
relationships between concepts (keywords and tags) exist.

The user model is generated automatically and it is different for every user (it
contains different concepts and different relationships between them, which are
derived from users’ actions). The user’s context is considered as we track the
way he accesses the resource: by visiting and/or by tagging.
The next step, resource prediction, is based on the user model similarity computation. For the most similar users (those exceeding a certain similarity threshold), a prediction score is computed. We consider two computational variants:
statistical and topological, each representing different view on two user models.
Variants can be mutually combined in order to achieve better recommendation.

3

Conclusions

In our work we focus on automatic composition of a user model. We proposed the
method that builds the user model combining the content-based and tag-based
approach. After a resource’s content and assigned tags are analyzed, concepts
represented by keywords and tags are added to user model. The relationships
between them representing relatedness of entities are composed considering the
user’s context. This approach building on the domain model created automatically we consider the main contribution that the thesis aims to achieve. The
created user model is used for user similarity computation and resource prediction computation for recommendation.
In the current stage of our research we have analyzed methods for automatic
term extraction, we have analyzed methods for relationship discovery from the

text (as a part of ontology learning field), and we have analyzed methods for
concept relationship induction from folksonomies. We proposed a method for
automatic relationship discovery based on underlying graph representation (the
graph on Fig. 1 with no relationships between concepts yet) that we evaluated
in the e-learning domain [10].
As important research questions we would like to discuss the following: What
is the relevance of relationships in the user model from user modeling perspective
and to what extent they would be different if created manually? What specific
resource content (text) features can be exploited to fine tune the user model and
improve accuracy of extraction of keywords more suitable for user model?
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